Extraordinary Customer Service

The Comfort Menu
For any patient who is about to undergo:
• Procedures lasting 90+ minutes
• Procedures that involve numerous injection sites
• This includes RDH procedures. Hygiene procedures are often equally terrible for the patient
• Procedures that involve blood
• Procedures that are past a particular financial threshold (generally, greater than $2000)

Upon seating the patient, as they wait for the dentist to begin treatment, the dental assistant offers one or more of the following:
• Cheap headphones with disposable ear covers (make sure that you have several adapters that connect a headphone jack into both Apple and Samsung products)
• Blanket, especially during cold days
• Memory foam neck wrap (ideally situated underneath chair cover, to avoid aerosol contamination)
• Warm, pre-moistened towelettes for after the procedure

Weather
Rain
• First, purchase 2-3 large golf umbrellas
• Systematize, during the morning huddle, who will be the point person responsible for keeping track of the weather outside, and which patients will be leaving during heavy rain
• Make a commitment that, whenever patients are leaving the office during a rainstorm, someone from the office will walk them out to their car with an umbrella
• If this is not possible for all patients, commit at least to elderly patients or physically compromised patient
• Most offices, during the Covid-19 pandemic request that patients call or text when they arrive for their appointment. This provides an excellent opportunity to also walk patients from their cars to the office

Snow
• This will often be the responsibility of the first person finished with their end-of-day responsibilities before everyone else (in my office, it happens to be the dentist’s responsibility)
• First, purchase 2 high quality, long length ice scrapers/snow brushes
• As the end of the day draws near, walk up and down the halls, asking patients (and team members) if you can take their keys and start their cars
• While cars are warming up, that same team member goes around the parking lot, clearing cars of accumulated snow and ice
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**Flower arrangement**
- Affordable, nice looking arrangement to be delivered on Monday
- At the morning huddle on Thurs/Fri, pick a patient to get the flowers
- Take a photo and post it on social media!

**Handwritten notes**
First, purchase *branded, postcard size* stationary
Pre-stamp envelopes
Keep stationary in ops, offices, and front desk
Never spend more than 30 seconds writing a note (maintain consistency and reduce burnout)

*Who should get a handwritten note?*
All new patients
All patients who referred a friend, family member, co-worker, neighbor, colleague, etc.
All children
Any special events
  - Wedding
  - Birth of a child/grandchild
  - Graduation
  - Death
  - Sickness/Diagnosis
  - etc.

*When a patient has referred someone, add:*
  *PS. Enjoy our coffee and add a $5-10 Starbucks gift card*

*Just a quick note to:*
express my appreciation to you for . . .
  - being such a nice patient . . .
  - being such a pleasant patient . . .
  - being such a loyal patient . . .
  - referring __________ to our office.
  - It is so nice having you as a patient.
  - Sincerely, . . .
  - PS. Enjoy some coffee/shopping on us!

express my sincere . . .
  - condolences for . . .
  - congratulations for . . .
  - excitement for you . . .
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15+ minutes late
• In the uncommon (but unavoidable) event that your patient is made to wait >15 minutes before being taken back to the clinical treatment area, or if they are made to wait >15 minutes before being seen after being seated
• Acknowledgement by someone is incredibly important in reducing frustration
• Acknowledgement by the Doctor is even more effective
• Acknowledgement accompanied with a small token is still more effective
  • Starbucks gift card
  • Dunkin Donuts
  • Amazon
  • Target

Holidays and Special Events
Throughout the year, organize volunteers who will plan, purchase, and distribute “goodies” in the theme of any major special event. These can include:

• St. Patricks Day - chocolate golden coins and a black plastic pot
  • Easter - chocolate eggs, wicker basket with some plastic grass
  • Halloween - plastic pumpkin bucket - bouncy balls, fake tattoos, and erasers
  • Back to school goodie bags - pencil bag/box full of fun pencils and erasers
  • July 4 sparkler pack - red, white, and blue bucket w/ patriotic confetti
  • March madness - a major sporting event as 1st prize, and amazon gift cards for runner ups

The $15,000 spy
• Choose a particular treatment amount threshold
• If a patient commits to treatment at that particular threshold, assign a “spy” to that patient
• The spy determines their hobbies, favorite restaurants, outdoor activities, etc.
• Choose an amount (in our case, 1% of treatment - $150) on a gift personalized to the patient
• For example, if, after hearing that a patient loves Longhorn Steakhouse, but hasn’t been able to eat there because of his poor dentition, it is the spy’s responsibility present it in an attractive manner to the patient at the culmination of treatment
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Follow up call
- Any procedure involving blood
- Any procedure involving multiple injection sites
- Any procedure with anticipated post-op pain
  (including hygiene procedures)
- Any procedure lasting 90+ minutes
- Any procedure past a particular financial threshold

Utilize patient communication software like weave to make calls/texts from your personal cell phone, with the practice phone number appearing on the recipients caller ID. www.getweave.com

Don’t ask for trouble. Avoid asking about
- Swelling
- Pain
- Bleeding

Instead, use this line:
I am so happy with how your procedure went today. I just wanted to quickly check in to see if you have any questions

In-office philanthropic event
While this will most likely be the most intensive and thoroughly planned of all customer service initiatives explained in this packet, it also:
- Is most meaningful
- Is the strongest reputation builder
- Has the greatest return on investment
- Will set you apart from other dentists in your community

This is accomplished by closing your office to its regularly scheduled patients, and instead opening only to a particular group or population, to provide free care/expertise
- Mouthguard day
- Oral cancer screening event
- Christmas tree donation event
- Invitation to underserved schools
- Invitation to underserved adult public population
- Opening the office to military veterans
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A Welcome Letter

When a new patient calls the office, and they can’t be seen immediately (the same day or the next day), a welcome letter should be sent to their home via US mail. This should include

- Handwritten note from the person who handled the phone call
- Google map directions from patient’s home to your office
- New patient paperwork (**if needed)
- Brochure/Business card or any high quality printed stationary showcasing your office
- A $5 gift card to Target/Starbucks

Scholarship

Similar to the “in office philanthropy,” this customer service initiative has immense potential as a reputation builder in your community.

- First, inquire with local high school early around November/December
- Any amount is acceptable, and appreciated. The average is a $1,000 scholarship
- You can accept applications simply based on GPA and test scores

Or

- Have applicants complete a 1-page essay based on any topic you deem important. Examples below:
  - Career goals
  - How are you going to achieve financial peace in life?
  - How are you going to make your community a happier place?
  - How will you find peace in such a stressful world
  - How do you plan to maintain strong overall health?
  - What are the greatest challenges facing your generation?
  - Do you think the country is getting better or worse? Why?
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A way better post-op kit
After any of the following procedures:

- Procedures lasting 90+ minutes
- Procedures that involve numerous injection sites
- Procedures that involve blood
- Procedures for which swelling, pain, or bleeding is anticipated
  - Procedures that are past a particular financial threshold (generally, greater than $2000)

Provide a branded paper bag (with handles)

- Pack of advil
- Cold pack
- Mini Chlorhexidine bottle
- Recipe for green smoothie
- Contact information so that patient can get ahold of Dr.

How to get started implementing some of these ideas:

- Choose 1
- Preferably one that is not too expensive, and not too difficult to implement
- Elect a point-person for the project
- Create a time-line and deadline for complete implementation
- If it isn’t fun, don’t do it
- If you don’t have a logo, have one made cheap w/ designcrowd.com
- If you haven’t yet, create a Facebook fan page so that every one of these initiatives can be photographed, and marketed for free
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